APD Group to Launch a Full Range of Medical Power Solutions at CMEF 2018 China International Medical Equipment Fair

With smart medical care and health care becoming hot topics in the industry, medical electronics are igniting the growth momentum of the information communication technology market. The demand for software and hardware of medical equipment has become the focus of development in the industry. APD Group, which shines in the field of medical power supplies in recent years, will participate in the CMEF 2018 China International Medical Equipment Fair and ICMD 2018 International Component Manufacturing & Design Show from April 11 to April 14, and will present a full range of medical power solutions. (National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai), Hall 6.1, Booth No.: F26)

Backed by the industry's highest level of "UL Safety Laboratory" and "Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Laboratory", APD has a solid R&D team and technical strength accumulated over the years. Whether it is in product safety, EMC, study of the standard for energy efficiency, or certification testing, APD is in full compliance the newest industry standards, such as IEC/EN/UL 62368, IEC/EN/UL60950-1, and IEC/EN/UL60065, providing professional, efficient and competitive certification services to help customers quickly push their products to the global market.

APD also passed ISO13485 certification for medical device quality management system and IEC60601 medical safety standards compliance certification in 2015, and meets the stringent requirements of "high quality, high stability, high safety standards" demanded by the medical care market.

In addition, the extensive cooperation experience with many world-renowned brand customers, including European, Australian and Japanese international manufacturers, has also become the key to the success of APD Group. Mr. Chia-Ming Tsai, General Manager, said, "APD Group can provide highly customized power supply design based on the needs of medical customers, and fully meet the requirements of medical power diversification and stringent safety standards. This is the biggest advantage that APD Group enjoy and that is what separates us apart from other power supply manufacturers."

Please refer to the URL as below for more APD Group power solution for medical, http://www.apd.com.tw/our-products/power-supply/medical-power/

About Asian Power Devices (APD) Group

Asian Power Devices (APD) was established in 1994 and is engaged in power electronics and renewable energy technologies. The company boasts world-class technology
development capability, highly competitive products and services to secure an essential position in the global market. APD Group has three subordinate business groups, namely power systems, renewable energy, and lighting. Product fields include power supplies, PV inverters, and electrical ballasts. In addition to focusing on key technology developments, the company also pursues high-efficiency production and services. APD Group will maintain its focus on innovation and sustainable development to become a technology leader in the global power electronics and renewable energy market. The company aims to use high efficiency and energy saving technology to help the public realize a green future.

APD Group can provide highly customized power supply design based on the needs of medical customers.
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